The object of this fascinating game is to knock the steel ball off the rail by swinging the weighted pendulum across the ball’s path. Watch your aim and let it swing...WHACK! You Score! A sharp eye and right timing will build up your score. High scorer is the winner.

Materials:
1 Plastic Playing Base, Plastic Rail (5 ball track and 2 track connectors), 20 Score Markers, 1 Lower Legs with Arch Support, 1 Upper Arm with Swivel, 1 Chain with Weight and 1 Steel Ball.

Getting Ready:
Refer to diagrams on back side of page on assembly of the playing field. Players sit opposite each other at the center point of the two long walls of the playing field. Each player takes 10 matching color Score-Markers and places them on the post in front of where they sit.

Rules:
1. One player is chosen to start the Steel Ball rolling on the Rail. The player brings the Ball to either end of the Rail and releases it.
2. The opponent holds the Weight in front of them, ready to swing it toward the Ball. When the Ball has been released, the opponent takes careful aim and swings the Weight, trying to knock the Ball off the Rail.
3. Whenever one player swings the Weight, the opponent must try to catch it when it comes to their side of the playing field. They then take careful aim and swing it back.
4. Whenever a player does not catch the Weight, and their opponent catches it when it swings back, the opponent goes again.
5. Whenever a player succeeds in knocking the Ball off the Rail, into a Score-Area, they then place one of their Score-Markers in the Score-Area of the same value on their side.
6. The player who scores, starts the Ball rolling on the Rail again, and the opponent gets the first turn at trying to knock it off with the Weight.
7. If neither player succeeds in knocking the Ball off the Rail before it stops rolling, it must be released from one end of the Rail once more by the player who started it rolling last. Play resumes as before.

Winning The Game:
The game is over when either one of the players has placed all their Score-Markers. Both players then total their scores according to the point value of each Score-Area in which they have Score-Markers. The player with the higher score is the winner.

NOTE: Because one player places all their Score-Markers, they may not necessarily be the winner. Their opponent may be the winner by having succeeded in knocking the Ball into very high point value areas, thereby out-scoring them with less hits.

Tips on Play:
Do not swing the Weight violently. Bring it back far enough and release it. The Weight will be carried through the swing at the right speed. Always remember to concentrate on your timing as well as your aim.

---

Assembly Instructions:

Plastic Rail Assembly:
Connect three rail pieces by sliding ends into connectors as shown. With all three pieces connected, attach rail to game base, inserting pins on bottom of rail into holes on base as shown.

Insert lower legs into leg holes. Legs must angle in toward the playing field.

Insert chain into wide opening of “keyhole” in Upper Arm Swivel, then slide into Slot to lock place. Then place swivel onto either end of Upper Arm.

Insert Upper Arm into top hole of Arch Support.

Place Ball at center point of Rail and let weight hang straight down next to wall. Bottom of weight must hit center of Rail and clear the Rail when swung. Chain may require adjusting up or down to achieve this.

WARNING:
CHOKING HAZARD - Toy contains small parts and small ball. Not for children under 3 years.